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Abstract: Taxation is a fairly important field in the relation ship between tax payers
and tax authorities, especially giventhe frequent changes in specific legislation.
Legislative changes affect the patrimonial position of the tax payers, but also their
behavior, the refore this phenomenon is important to advisethose interestedand also
to analyze the changes resulting from changes in tax legislation.
This paperaims to meaningfully present the latest legislative changes and to analyze
the irinfluences on tax payers and on budget revenues from taxes subject tochange.
The research methodologyis based on comparison and inference, based on previous
analyzes for suchstudies on the tax system.
Inthe literature there areknownways and methods of increasing the tax burden and,
based on the sevariables,inthe present paperwe willhighlightthe particular influences
on the tax payer’s , loaded by weight imposed by the official distribution of the tax 
burden.
The implications of legislative changes in tax mattersshould besought in the in
nermostchord of tax payers and also in the increasinglylarge and patched pockets
of the modernstate.
In the first place, we willpoint outthe implicationson changing tax procedures,in terms
ofthe workload for the tax payer and the tax collectors.
By accurately and relevantly analyzingthe influences generated by suchchanges, the
author aims to demonstrate the harmful in fluences of some changes in terms of
discouraging investments and honestlabor.
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Tax legislation reflects the doctrinal orientation of the executiveseven in conditions 
of economic crisis when fiscal measures some timesseem to besavingo renslaving.
The substantial changesas well as thoserelated to conjuncture directly generate
influences on budget revenues, and indirectly throughtheir pressure on the
taxpayers, which in turnwill adjust the irfiscalbehavior.
Our legislation has beenamendedand this year byGO.6/2013with direct influence on
corporate tax, on the tax on the microenterprises’ income, also there are changes 
on personal income tax, non-residents’ income tax, then there are changes of VAT,
and some small additions to the tax base of compulsory social contributions.
In terms of corporate tax there are some changes in the preparation of the Tax Audit
Register in connection with research and development expenses, in connection with
the depreciation rules and for certain non-deductible expenses, then,in terms of
taxon the microenterprises’ income, there was a change in the definition of
microenterprises and, also,the rightto choose tobe a microenterprise was eliminated.
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A spectacular and debatable, in the same time,change ist hat on imposing personal
incomemade from agricultural activities. The personal income tax changes also
interms of deductibility of some expenses.
VATamends the definition of liability of registered tax payers to register in terms of

VAT with some adjustments referring to the harmonization with
Directive112/2006/EEC.
The influences of the selegislative changes are measurable on

lypostoperatively,stillwe have available some time projection models based on
changes in the tax base, with indirect effects on budget revenues.
We will follow the changes inlegislationin the following points depending on the tax
that affectsit, as follows:

a)The corporate income tax. First,since February this year we can speak of the
implementation of the obligation of income tax payers to explicitly maintain the Tax
Audit Register, for each income and expense in turn.
Regarding the deductions fromthe tax base, the R&D spending deduction ceilingis 
in creased from 20% to 50%, the reby beneficially influencing the research.
Regarding thenon-deductibility of expenses, there are additions to the legislation in
force for the introduction of non-deductible expenses in the calculation of expense
taxes later found to beassociated with acts of corruption.
Also in the same context, it is better defined then otion of borrowed capital for
determining the in debtedness in the calculation of the ceiling for deductinginterest
expenses and foreign exchange rate differences.
The deductibility of depreciation of commercial means of transportis limited toa level
of 1500lei/month.
Another changein determining the taxable base at corporate tax refers to the
intangible assets with indefinite recovery period, which will be considered current
expenses, so a simplification measure of exceptions when conciliating the netincome
result with the fiscal law.

b)The tax on microenterprises’ income, the main change of this tax is the obligation
to pay it,eliminating the right to choose the option between being the payer of this
tax or the payer of the income tax. This change negatively affects businesses with
activity based on prices withlow added value, such as, for examples mallmiddlemen
who rely on minimum margins disadvantaged in favor of largenetworks. This
measure is completed with the reduction of the turnoverceilingfrom100,000Euro to
65,000Euro, the exchange rate at the date of the accession to the EU and the
measure to eliminate the mandatoryuseof work force,(from 1 to 9employees).
The changes regarding this tax are officially justifie by the need to reduce fiscal
evasion in the field of microenterprises with activity in agriculture, tourism,
constructions and ot her services,butit seems that the negative influenceis felt on the
intermediaries as we have out lined above and anotherlimitation on these
businesses is the result of the reduction of the turnoverlimit.

c) The taxon personal income. The changes to this tax concern tax payers who have
incomes from non-agricultural activities and non-resident individuals that have in
comes from various sources in our country.
Regarding the taxation of the individuals’ incomes which derive from cropfarming, 

animal husbandry, beekeeping,the exploitation of forests and other such activities,
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they will be taxed starting with February this year in fixed taxes on the cultivated
surface for what exceeds the limit surface according to the crops obtained, in fixed
amountsper animal for what exceeds a certain thresholdon animal species,the
number of bee families,etc,the introduction of this tax being justified by the
elimination of this tax evasionin agriculture.I, however, believe that tax evasion
should not besought in the peasant households that carry out a subsistence farming, 
butin largefarm sand large-areatenants, some being in the state’s ownership.
These people willalsoowe the mandatory social contributions for income from 
agriculture, forestry and fisheries.
The taxation of income of non-residents are taxed in the country where they obtain
these incomes, following that based on the conventions of the avoidance of
international double taxation, the tax residencycertificate and the tax certificate from
the country where they obtain the incomes. The changeson the jurisdiction of this 
tax target the incomes of non-residents in Romania, but also abroad,regardless of
the place of supply, less the international transport services its complementary 
services. Also,we introduce a newtax rate of 50% for revenues obtained in Romania
and destined to a country with which Romania has signed an international double
taxation convention.

d)The Value Added Tax. It is known that the consumption taxesare the object of the
harmonization with EU regulations, namely Directive112/EEC/2006, and this
harmonization processis a continuous process.
In this context,the GONo 6/2013 clarifies the submission to taxation of the operations 
carried out at the market value between related parties, and also clarifies the lackof
management and taxation of goods that are subsequently charge dasstolen, being
subject to taxation.
Regarding the VAT-collection system, there are provisions ongranting the right to
deduct VAT on purchases conducted by the beneficiary that do not enforce the
collection of VATfrom taxable persons applying this system.

Also there are changes and clarifications related to VAT payers registered in the
Register of Intra-Community Operators(RIO), meaning that people in that register 
will berequired to submit to the fiscal distric body of the new administrators or 
associates with in 30 days after the change, and,otherwise,takea tough measure
namely, the payer will beremoved from this register.

Conclusions:
The changes to the fiscal code are officially justified as being necessary in the
context of harmonization of consumption taxes to European directives and theneed
to reduce the level of tax evasion, but the explanations should beextended also to
the effect of changes on the budget revenues in future periodsandon the patrimonial
influences and on the taxpayer's fiscal behavior.
In termsof budget revenues, it seems that the changes will not bringmajor budget
solutions in terms of stability and elasticity of the tax system;such measures appear
to beminorrepairs to amechanism burdened by the overweight of the load. 
A real reform of the tax systemwould mean changes related to the alignment of the
labor taxation to capital taxation, an adjustment of social security contribution
sinorder to optimally distribute the tax burdenbetween income taxation and income
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taxation with the se contributions and social contributions.
Then,it wouldbe necessary toset back again the distribution of amounts between the
central budget and the local budgets, according to simple and transparent
criteriaregarding suchredistribution.
Last but not least, itwould be required adjustments on granting tax deductions for 
individuals’expenses made incertain useful tax purposes to encourage and select
the consumption.
The author of this work hasset the objective of summarizing the changes in tax
legislation and presenting them in a form accessible to the analys is of the overall
tax system, an analysis needed to under standtheim mediate effects in the fiscal
procedure and, also,the structure effects of the tax system.
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